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Introduction 

Having made sure your agreements about ownership and use of audience data in various 

contexts are in place (see the advice sheet Sample wording for data-ownership and data-

sharing agreements on the Research guidelines and data protection page)  – ideally as part of 

the tour contract, or at least by the time it is signed – when a touring company actually wants 

to request blocks of data from the venue or data-holder, we recommend using carefully-

worded text so as to form a confidentiality agreement for research purposes.  

Remember that even if you do not have these agreements that allow the touring company to 

access and use contact details for marketing purposes, audience data can be made available 

for the purpose of anonymised research analysis without contravening data protection 

regulations. 
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Requesting assistance from box office or front of house staff 

You may need to request the actual audience data directly from the venue’s box office or CRM 

staff, rather than getting it from the marketing or audience development staff with whom you 

have made an agreement to conduct research.  

Therefore, here is a suggested wording (to be adapted for each given situation) to explain why 

you are making the request. You may wish to include within it the relevant confidentiality 

agreement, given in the later sections. 

Requesting box office data 

“As part of the [Touring Show project], which [we’ll be performing/ have performed] 

with you on [X date], we would like to use box office information, including bookers 

postcodes, to build an understanding of the audience’s characteristics. We hope this will 

ensure that there is a legacy to this work, in that we’ll better understand audiences’ 

expectations of an artistic experience, their motives for attending and how best to 

communicate with them.  

 

We have discussed this research with your colleague [Audience development manager] 

and have confidentiality agreements in place for using this data. 

 

[The Audience Agency] is therefore supporting us in analysing the relevant box office 

data. Would it therefore be possible to have the information listed below, in relation to 

[Touring Show] performances at [Any Town Venue] between the dates [Xdateyear-

Ydateyear]: 

Please send the following information (*delete as applicable): 

* Booker unique reference number in your system (to allow for de-duping) 

* Booker postcodes (to be used for geo-demographic profiling of the audience) 

* Booker surnames (to be used alongside postcodes to determine frequency of booking) 

* Booking event code per unique booker reference (to determine art form cross-over) 
 

If you’d like to discuss this further please get in touch and if there are any particular 

issues we can refer to [The Audience Agency] for advice and support. The results of the 

survey will be analysed and reported on by [The Audience Agency] and they will be 

producing a report by [Y date], which we’ll be able to share with you.” 
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Requesting contacts for a survey 

“As part of the [Touring Show project], which [we’ll be performing/ have performed] 

with you on [X date], we would like to get some feedback from audiences. We hope this 

will ensure that there is a legacy to this work, in that we’ll better understand 

audiences’ experiences of the show and their views on the work presented.  

 

We have discussed this research with your colleague [Audience development manager] 

and have confidentiality agreements in place for using this data. 

 

[The Audience Agency] is therefore supporting us in devising a [short e-survey/ postal 

survey], which we’d like to be able to send out to attenders of the relevant 

performance. Would it therefore be possible to have access to [any email addresses/ 

postal addresses] that you [capture/ have captured] from bookers to the event on X 

date? We have [a link to an e-survey/ printed copies of the survey], so we could either 

provide this to you to send out to the relevant bookers in a solus [email/ mailing] (we 

can provide text to put in this), or if you provide us with just the [email addresses/ 

addresses] we’ll do this from our system.   

 

The [email addresses/ addresses] will not be used for any other purpose than for sending 

out this [e-survey link/ survey], and as this is for research, there are no data protection 

issues e.g. opt-ins etc. 

 

If you’d like to discuss this further please get in touch and if there are any particular 

issues we can refer to [The Audience Agency] for advice and support. The results of the 

survey will be analysed and reported on by [The Audience Agency] and they will be 

producing a report by [Y date], which we’ll be able to share with you.” 

To capture additional emails/ addresses 

“If you do not capture any or many [email addresses/ addresses] from bookers, could we 

have permission to collect [email addresses/ addresses] at the performance?  This would 

involve our [staff/ volunteers] asking audience members for their [email addresses/ 

addresses], and explaining that we’ll be sending an [e-survey/ survey] as we’d like to 

know what they think of the performance as it’s part of a bigger [tour/project].” 
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Confidentiality agreement covering postcodes and related box 

office data for analysis 

In this situation, the box office data is being requested simply for the purpose of analysis for 

research purposes. It is not intended that the audience members or members of the public will 

be contacted directly as part of this agreement. 

A suggested phrasing (to be amended for the given situation) is: 

“Box office booking data has been requested by [Touring Artists Company] as part of the 

[Touring Show project]t.  

Please send the following information (*delete as applicable): 

* Booker unique reference number in your system (to allow for de-duping) 

* Booker postcodes (to be used for geo-demographic profiling of the audience) 

* Booker surnames (to be used alongside postcodes to determine frequency of booking) 

* Booking event code per unique booker reference (to determine art form cross-over) 

 

This data will be analysed and profiled by [The Audience Agency]. 

 

This raw data will be used: 

For research purposes only. 

For the purposes of the [Touring Show] project only. 

To build profiles and aggregated summary results - individual customers will not  
 be identified in the analysis. 

 

[The Audience Agency] or [Touring Artists Company] will not: 

Pass on the raw data to any other organisation. 

Communicate with the customers in any way.  

Use the raw data for any other analysis that is not related to the project. 

 

At the end of the project: 

The raw customer data will be removed from [The Audience Ageny] and  
 [Touring Artists Company] servers. 

Results for each venue will be shared with that specific venue. 

 

Signed XXXXX” 
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Confidentiality agreement covering bookers’ contact details to run 

a survey 

In this situation, bookers contact details are being requested so that the touring company (or 

their research company on their behalf) can carry out an audience survey.  

 

In many instances this request may be made in addition to the box office data request as part 

of a two-pronged research approach. 

 

A suggested phrasing (to be amended for the given situation) is: 

 

“Box office booking data has been requested by [Touring Artists Company] as part of the 

[Touring Show project].  

Please send the following information (*delete as applicable): 

* Booker unique reference number in your system (to allow for de-duping) 

* Booker email addresses (to be used to be used to send a link to an online survey) 

* Booker first names, surnames, postal addresses and postcodes (to be used to send them 
a paper-based survey) 
 

Bookers’ postcodes may also be requested directly from bookers as part of the survey, 

for analysis purposes only. 

 

This data will be analysed and profiled by [The Audience Agency]. 

 

This raw data will be used: 

For research purposes only. 

For the purposes of the [Touring Show project] only. 

To build profiles and aggregated survey results - individual customers will not be 
 identified in the analysis. 

 

[The Audience Agency] or [Touring Artists Company] will not: 

Pass on the raw data to any other organisation. 

Communicate with the customers in any way other than to invite them to take part  
 in the survey.  

Use the raw data for any other analysis that is not related to the project. 
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At the end of the project: 

The raw customer data will be removed from [The Audience Agency] and  
 [Touring Artists Company] servers. 

Results for each venue will be shared with that specific venue. 

 

Signed [XXXXX]” 
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